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Steps to write a Literature Review

• Find a topic.

• Find the related scientific papers.

• Summarize these papers.

• Conclude the review with your thoughts.
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Find a Topic

When you find the topic, there are several things you need to know. The topic must be

related to course content (Reinforcement Learning).

Some basic candidate topics include:

• Multi-Arm Bandit Algorithms.

• Deep Q-Learning Algorithms.

• Experience Relay Algorithms.

• Policy Gradient and Optimization Algorithms.

• Actor-Critic Methods.
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Find a Topic

When you find the topic, there are several things you need to know. The topic must be

related to course content (Reinforcement Learning).

Some advanced candidate topics include:

• Monte-Carlo Tree Search

• Inverse Reinforcement Learning.

• Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning.

• Decision Transformer.

• Reinforcement Learning from Human Feedback.
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Find the related scientific papers

Use Google Scholar.
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Find the related scientific papers

Use Google Scholar.
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Find the related scientific papers
Open the survey paper.
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1708.05866.pdf


Find the related scientific papers

Find the relevant content and collect the papers (5-10 papers).
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Summarize these papers

First of all,read the papers carefully!

A scientific literature review should have the following sections:
• Abstract.
• Introduction.
• Method 1, include motivation, algorithm, performance, shortages/limitations.
• Method 2, include motivation, algorithm, performance, shortages/limitations.
• ...
• Method N, include motivation, algorithm, performance, shortages/limitations.
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Conclude the Review with Your Thoughts

Write a conclusion section with your ideas and thoughts, please include the following
things:

• The main contributions of these methods.
• The limitation and unsolved problems.
• Future works that can potentially solve these problems.
• Potentially real-world application of these methods.
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Important Notes

• Write the review with Latex (the format file can be downloaded from the course

page). The online editor Overleaf is recommended.

• If you don’t know Latex, read the tutorial (Learn LaTeX in 30 minutes) or ask TA.

• The maximum page length is 10.

• No coding is required, and submit the PDF.
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https://www.overleaf.com/
https://www.overleaf.com/learn/latex/Tutorials


Question and Answering (Q&A)
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